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We will start monthly-fee rental service of a wearable terminal “GoBe2”!
Rentio Inc. will start the rental service in late May

Y4.com (headquartered in Chuo-ku, Fukuoka, represented by the director Yukinao Ajima)
announced that Y4.com and Rentio Inc. (headquartered in Shinagawa-ku Tokyo, represented by
the President, Kenjiro miwa) entered into a partner agreement and the IOT product that Y4.com
sells will start to be rented in “Rentio (https://www.rentio.co.jp/), a rental service of cameras and
home appliances that Rentio Inc. manages.
The product that is to be rented is a wearable terminal
“GoBe2” that can record calorie intake, calorie burned and
energy balance etc. automatically only by wearing it around
your wrist. You can rent one for 2,000 yen (tax excluded) for 3
days! It is recommended for those who want to try one for a
short period of time!
■Features of “Gobe”
This is a product that can monitor a user’s daily healthy
condition because data of calorie intake, energy consumed,
heartrate, blood pressure, stress level, sleeping condition,
and water permeation level inside the body is accumulated
real-time so that a user can grasp the situation with the
graph through the Internet, or by the application on a smart
phone every day.
■What is “Rentio”?
“Rentio” is now expanding its rental service of cameras and home appliances with the mission of
“making a rental service thrillingly easy”. The number of rentals is more than several tens of
thousands. We have sufficient business performance so that a user can feel secured to use the
service. Shipping cost for checking in and checking out is free. No troublesome documents are not
necessary.

How easy it is!
<How to rent an item>
1. Order through the Internet
You can complete an order soon without any ID.
Shipping on the day is possible if you complete an order by 17:00.
2. Delivery
The item is delivered on the designated day (as early as the following day).
It can be delivered to an accommodation of where you are staying at.
3. Use of the item
You can use up the item until 24:00 of the rental’s last day.
4. Return at a convenient store
You just go to a convenient store to pass the item packaged in a box. No shipping fee for return
is needed.

We will continue to localize and customize, as needed, IOT healthcare products which are from
Japan and other countries and can be sold exclusively to Japan’s major carriers’ market.
<Company Outline of Y4.com>
Y4.com was founded as a company dealing with B2C application delivery service business in
2012 and has provided IOT application service and healthcare products to B2B since then.
<Company Name> Y4.com http://y-4.jp/
<Representative and President> Yukinao Ajima
<Founded> April, 2012
<Located> 3F Minami Tenjin Building, 5-14-12, Watanabe Dori, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-city, Fukuoka
<TEL> 092-687-6439

＜Contact on this matter＞
Administrative dept., Y4.com
E-mail：info@y-4.jp

